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• Abstract (300 words):
Modern restoration, according to Viollet-le-Duc (1814-1879), advocated restoring the building to a state of integrity style that even had never existed before. This kind of restoration which was called stylistic restoration by critics, and its direct or indirect influence was felt all over European and even China after several years. With the social transformation at the beginning of twentieth Century, the Chinese began to draw from the experience of western countries such like France and England in different fields. As a result, different attitudes like stylistic restoration and the conservation shown in England by John Ruskin had been introduced and influenced the modernization process of Chinese cultural heritage protection.
In 1950s, China’s heritage protection laws juxtaposed preservation and restoration, using Mr. Liang’s translation, the meaning is closer to restoration to original condition. And in the current law, the key word of protection principle is still ‘preserve its original condition’, which is influenced by Liang’s translation of restoration. So it is important to figure out a comprehensive stylistic restoration theory in respect of practice and how stylistic restoration is inherited, developed and even misread gradually in the process of localization in China.

The research is about similarities and differences between the Chinese restoration projects and stylistic restoration in France, and how to understand and carry out the principles of restoration during the projects will be investigated. Based on the analysis of the available materials, it is expected that the comparative study of typical restoration projects in the two countries will be carried out from the following perspectives:

- Under the background of nationalism, the restoration projects of both countries shouldered the task of shaping the national image.
- The goals of the restoration projects in two countries were slightly different.
- Reasoning evidence of the style.
- Structure rationality occupied different position in restoration project design.
- The value of use occupied different position in restoration project design.
- Similarities and differences in the selection of some specific engineering measures, such as reinforcement methods, usage of new materials, etc.
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